Abstract: This paper introduces a method for tunnel point cloud and BIM model integration and cross-section monitoring, providing information to analyse tunnel cross-sections and surrounding rock deformation, and support for tunnel maintenance and reconstruction. Three types of data are processed for the integration: laser scanning point cloud, BIM tunnel model and terrain model from oblique photogrammetry. An adaptive BIM modelling scheme is proposed for tunnels with alien structures. Precise spatial registration of the data sets is conducted by applying singular value decomposition (SVD) algorithm to calculate transformation parameters from the point cloud model to the BIM model. Since the tunnel central line has high-order derivability, a cross-section calculation method based on tangent vector is proposed to obtain the cross-sectional profile of tunnels at any mileage. The proposed method has been verified by applying it to a tunnel reconstruction project. The experiment results show that the tunnel point cloud and the BIM model were highly coincident after the integration. The developed program can effectively get the cross-section of the tunnel at any mileage, and correctly express the spatial relationship between the BIM tunnel, the point cloud of tunnel and the external mountainous terrain.
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1. Introduction

Building Information Modelling (BIM), as an intelligent 3D model-based digital expression of the physical and functional characteristics of buildings, has the advantages of information integration and sharing, and can provide support for decisions at each stage of their life cycle [1,2]. BIM has been gradually applied to the field of transportation engineering, playing a key role in the engineering design of tunnels, bridges, etc. [3,4]. 3D laser scanning with LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a non-contact active sensing technology for acquiring dense point clouds of objects surface, and is a popular way for high resolution 3D field surveying [5]. This technology has shown great potential in analysis of the health status of tunnels through cross-section extraction [6,7], quality monitoring [8], and surrounding rock deformation inversion [9-12]. The integration of point cloud and BIM model is called “Scan-vs-BIM” [13], which represents the process of comparing the point cloud of an existing building with its BIM model. It can be used in construction progress observation [14,15], building quality control [16] and full life cycle monitoring [17].

The service performance of a tunnel not only depends on its internal structure, but the external geographical environment which affects the stability of the tunnel structure [18,19], especially for some shallow buried, biased, or soft rock tunnels [20]. Combining the efficiency of BIM and the accuracy of LiDAR surveying to monitor tunnels and surrounding environment through cross-section analysis is a good approach for analysing tunnel service performance and risk avoidance.

A tunnel cross-section profiling method is introduced in this paper, with three types of data collected and processed: laser scanning tunnel point cloud, BIM model and mountain model with oblique photogrammetry. An adaptive modelling scheme for tunnels with alien structures is proposed for the BIM model. Precise spatial registration of the three data set is conducted for their
integration. Since tunnel central line has high-order derivability, a cross-section calculation method based on tangent vector is proposed. The proposed method has been applied to a tunnel reconstruction project for verification and engineering application.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Sections 2 introduces two types of data collected for the integrated tunnel mode, including LiDAR point clouds and oblique photogrammetry 3D terrain, and generating the BIM tunnel model with parameters. The tunnel model integration with different types of data and the tunnel cross-section analysis is detailed in the Section 3. The validation and engineering application of the proposed method to an existing tunnel is presented in the Section 4, followed by the conclusion as the last section.

2. Data Collection and BIM Modelling

2.1. Laser Scanning Point Cloud Model

The point cloud tunnel model from 3D laser scanning with LiDAR can represent the real structure inside a tunnel with high precision. Some key sections of the lower part of the mountain model established by the UAV oblique photogrammetry are also selected for 3D laser scanning to enhance the accuracy of the model for the sections.

3D laser scanning technology can gather massive irregular spatial distribution data of 3D point cloud of the internal structure of the tunnel and the surrounding mountain. Each scanning point of the data has a 3D coordinate (X, Y, Z) and other attributes (reflection intensity etc.). Reverse point cloud modelling of tunnels and mountains can be achieved with software processing the information.

2.2. Terrain Model by UAV Oblique Photogrammetry

Tunnels are generally built in wide mountain area with complex massif and rock layers. UAV oblique photogrammetry is employed to build a 3D terrain model, with the surface features and rock mass information. Global Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) mounted on the UAV provide the position and attitude information for all the aerial images. In the UAV oblique photogrammetry, the collinear equation is used for precise image alignment.

Mature software and methods are available for UAV oblique photogrammetry [21]. The terrain model established by this technology has the characteristics of complete surface and vivid colours. It is helpful to analyse the surface rock mass morphology of the mountain from a macro perspective. The underlying data structure of the real scene model is a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN). The optimal image is selected for each triangle of the TIN for mapping, and the terrain model accuracy is limited by the density of the TIN.

2.3. Parameterized BIM Tunnel Model

There are many types of tunnel structures. At present, tunnel boring machine (TBM) shielded tunnels have mature automatic parametric modelling scheme as their cross-sections have very good central symmetry [22]. However, tunnels with alien structure still in traditional manual modelling stage. Here we propose a new modelling scheme for alien structure tunnels based on adaptive parametric modelling, and apply it to a straight-wall arched tunnels as an example.

Tunnel road centreline is a very important parameter for BIM model of a tunnel. The shape of road in a tunnel is critical for the safety of vehicles that follow Newton mechanics. Any point on the tunnel road centreline is expected to achieve continuous 2nd or 3rd order derivative [23]. As shown in Figure 1, the spline curve is determined by the Hermite interpolation function based on the coordinates of each node P1, P2 etc. The interpolation curve not only strictly passes through each node, but also meet the requirement that the derivatives at each node are continuous [24,25].
The conformal characteristics of Hermite interpolation function make it very suitable for tunnel centreline design. According to the line-by-pile coordinates, piecewise two-point cubic Hermite interpolation is used in BIM software to generate a spline curve as the axis of the tunnel.

The basic unit of a straight-wall arched tunnel model is determined based on its geometric parameters. The front and rear cross-sections of a tunnel unit model are positioned at a mileage of the tunnel line. Each tunnel unit model is composed of the upper part and the lower part, and a series of adaptive points are used to control the profiles of the front and rear cross-sections. Figure 2 shows the adaptive points on the upper part (a) and lower part (b) of a tunnel unit model.

The upper part of a unit model is the arch generated by 12 adaptive points as in Figure 2(a), within which the first 6 adaptive points shape the front section of the unit model, the latter 6 adaptive points shape the rear section. The distance between the front and rear sections is defined as the length of a tunnel unit. The lower part including the straight-wall is generated by 22 adaptive points in the similar way as in Figure 2(b).

The design process of the adaptive BIM modelling scheme for alien structure tunnels is shown in Figure 3. The cross-sections are placed in sequence along the tunnel centre line, and then a three-dimensional solid model of the tunnel can be established. The tunnel model starts with the first cross-sectional profile and ends with the last cross-sectional profile. This method is suitable for variable cross-section tunnel modelling.
Figure 3. Alien structure tunnels adaptive BIM modelling scheme

As shown in Figure 3, the BIM tunnel modelling process has the following four steps:

1. **Information input**: enter the tunnel centreline, unit length and other model parameters for data initialization.

2. **Centreline segmentation**: segment the tunnel along the centreline with the tunnel BIM model unit length. Establish a local coordinate system for each segment; specify the directions of the tunnel as the Z axis of each local coordinate system; calculate the coordinate of each point on the front and rear cross-section profile, and then conduct the restrictive condition validation.

3. **Unit model construction**: sweep two cross-sections at adjacent segment points, as the front and rear cross-sections of corresponding mileage, to generate a solid tunnel unit model.

4. **Whole model assembly**: repeat the step (3) for tunnel unit model construction along the tunnel centreline, and then generate the entire BIM tunnel model.

### 3. Tunnel Models Integration and Cross-section Analysis

The integration of the laser point cloud with the BIM model and the terrain model can fix spatial relationship between them. Then the tunnel cross-section can be used to analyse the relation between the tunnel and its surrounding environment and to monitor the safety of the tunnel.

#### 3.1. Integration of Point Cloud and BIM Model

As LiDAR point clouds for the tunnel and lower part of external mountain are surveyed with the same georeferencing system, their relative position is a fixed. However, the tunnel BIM model and the point clouds are generated from different data sources, and need spatial registration for their integration. The spatial registration could be done with iterative closest point (ICP) [26], but it is just suitable to small coordinate difference or an initial estimation available. For large coordinate difference, ICP is inaccurate and slow. Adaptive generic algorithm is another potential method to achieve better accuracy [27], but it is not applicable here as the BIM software we used has no interface for advanced AI algorithms.

Although tunnel point cloud and the BIM model use different surveying data, their geometric characteristics are highly consistent with the same scale, just different in position and orientation. Therefore, a rigid body transformation can achieve accurate spatial registration of the two models. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm is accurate and efficient for calculating rigid body transformation matrix between two models [28], and is employed to calculate the rotation and translation parameters in the integration process.

A set of corresponding feature points in the point cloud and the BIM model are required for the spatial registration. As a tunnel is slender and long, the selected feature points should be obvious features evenly distributed in the tunnel, such as features on tunnel vault, entrance, exit, and its road centreline etc. The registration accuracy increases with the number of feature points, but also the computation load. The calculation process of the model registration is as follows:
1. Solve the central coordinates of the feature point sets of the point cloud and the BIM model:

\[ J_s = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} J_i \]  
\[ K_s = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} K_i \]  

where \( J_i \) is the central coordinate of the point cloud feature point set, \( K_s \) is the central coordinate of the BIM feature point set. The point cloud feature point set \( J_i = (x_i^{(j)}, y_i^{(j)}, z_i^{(j)}) \) is the source data. The BIM feature point set \( K_i = (x_i^{(k)}, y_i^{(k)}, z_i^{(k)}) \) is the target data, where \( i = (1, 2, 3, ..., n) \) represents \( n \) groups of feature points selected from the two models.

2. Decentring the two feature point sets:

\[ \Delta J_i = J_i - J_s \]  
\[ \Delta K_i = K_i - K_s \]  

where \( \Delta J_i \) and \( \Delta K_i \) are the decentralized feature points of point cloud and BIM model respectively.

3. Establish a matrix according to the relative distance between the two new sets of points \( H \):

\[ H = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta K_i^T \Delta J_i \]  

4. Decompose the metric matrix using the SVD algorithm and obtain a third-order square matrix:

\[ H = U \Sigma V^T \]  

where \( U \) and \( V \) are unitary matrices of left and right singular vectors respectively, and \( \Sigma \) is a diagonal matrix composed of singular values.

5. Calculate the optimal rotation matrix \( R \) and translation vector \( t \):

\[ R = VU^T \]  
\[ t = K_s - RJ_s \]  

The coordinates of the point cloud model are adjusted with the rotation matrix \( R \) and translation vector \( t \) obtained by (7) and (8) after they are imported into the BIM. Then the point cloud model and the BIM model achieve accurate integration with rigid body transformation.

3.2. Cross-section Calculation Based on Tangent Vector

Tunnel model data and cross-section can be managed and presented in different ways. Setareh Kokab proposed a slicing algorithm for extracting of cross section profiles from complex point cloud data sets [6]. Wang presented tunnel cross-sectional by rotating tunnel point cloud model in a fixed window to a specific attitude [7].

For the BIM and point cloud integrated model, we proposed a new cross-section calculation based on the tangent vector of any point on the tunnel centreline, as shown in Figure 4. The cross-section view is at the direction of the tangent vector.

![Figure 4. Cross-section calculation based on tangent vector](image-url)
This method is easy to be implemented in BIM with simple parameters, and it can be used to calculate the cross-section views for tunnels, highways and bridges which have high-order derivability line structures. It can use the information provide in the integrated tunnel model and be implemented in the BIM software. This provides an efficient way to monitor tunnel cross-sections and the surrounding rock deformation, and decision support for tunnel maintenance and reconstruction. By cutting the integrated model along the direction perpendicular to the tunnel line in the BIM model, cross-sectional views can be obtained. It can be used to analyse the relative position relationship between the point cloud tunnel, external mountain, and the BIM tunnel model. This method utilizes the characteristics of high-order derivability of the tunnel line, and can obtain the cross-sections of the tunnel at any mileage.

4. Validation and Engineering Application

The proposed tunnel cross-section monitoring method, based on the integration of point cloud and BIM model, is implemented to an existing tunnel for engineering application exploration.

4.1. Test Site Background

The tunnel is situated at a riverbank with undulating terrain of about 200 meters relief. The surrounding rock grades to Category IV. Figure 5 shows the mountain rock images. The tunnel has a straight-wall arched structure with single-layer lining and close to an outer fault cliff with 9 ventilation structures. The tunnel’s length is 515 m. The surrounding mountain body subjects to wind and water erosion all year round. The rock layers are severely peeled off, and part of the body has a gravel-like mosaic structure, which may cause risk to the safety of the tunnel.

![Figure 5. Images of surrounding rock cliff](image)

Autodesk Revit architecture software is the platform for tunnel BIM modelling and point cloud data management. Revit is popular for 3D design of buildings and engineering structures, which supports re-development using the C# programming language and has a large user community. The visual programming tool Dynamo in Revit can model complex lines and irregular surfaces. Although the proposed method is applied with Revit, it can also be implemented to other sets of BIM software with suitable functionality.

4.2. Point Cloud Modelling and Analysis

The terrain model with the surface features and rock mass information using UAV oblique photogrammetry is presented in Figure 6 (a). Figure 6 (b) is the 3D model of the mountain surface with the location of ground structures and the tunnel entrances. This model can virtually present the surrounding area of the tunnel, with the details of mountain, river, road, and villages etc. It can provide useful information for tunnel design and construction, but not accurate nor detailed enough for analysing the condition of the mountain surface outside the tunnel.
The point cloud of the tunnel and the cliffy mountain collected with LiDAR can represent the structure with high precision. The point cloud data was processed by filtering, denoising, adjustment, registering and splicing etc. The total length of the tunnel is about 515.0m. The lowest altitude of the cliffy mountain is 315.0m and the highest is 475.0m. Figure 7(a) shows the cliffy mountain LiDAR point cloud model, from top to bottom as elevation, colour, and laser reflection intensity. Figure 7(b) depicts two local protruding rock cliff topography, and the opening and the entire body of the straight-wall arched tunnel model.

Based on the proposed adaptive BIM modelling scheme for tunnels with alien structure, Dynamo visual programming workflow was used to develop a tunnel modelling program for parameterization of tunnel centreline line and structure. Tunnel BIM model can be quickly generated after inputting relevant parameters, include tunnel structure unit length $S$; side wall height $h$; outer radius of arch $r$; road width $l$ and lining thickness $d$, as showing in Figure 8.
Figure 9 shows the tunnel model generated by the proposed method with a set of parameters, where the tunnel unit length is 5m, the side wall heights is 1.56m, the outer radii of the arch is 4.2m and the lining thicknesses is 0.2m respectively. Figure 9 (a) is the entire tunnel model and Figure 9 (b) is a small section of it. The tunnel BIM model follows the tunnel centreline with smooth connection between sections. The total length of the tunnel is 515.0m, and it took about 20.36s to generate the model.

4.4. Model Registration and Integration

The tunnel point cloud and BIM model are integrated after registration with SVD, as detailed in the Section 3.1. Nine pairs of feature points were selected at the entrance, exit, tunnel centreline, etc. from the point cloud and the BIM model respectively. The feature points of the point cloud were set as the source data and the points of BIM model as the target data. SVD can calculate the optimal rotation matrix $R$ and translation vector $t$, and then use Revit to adjust the posture and orientation of the point cloud. The integrated model is shown in Figure 10, where the point cloud is black and the BIM model is grey. The figures show that the black and grey overlap very well, which indicates that the two models have a high degree of correspondence after the integration.
4.5. Tunnel Cross-section Display

Applying the cross-section calculation method described in the Section 3.2, a tunnel cross-section monitoring program was developed with Revit. Figure 11 shows four cross-section views at different mileages, from which we can see the cross-section views correctly express the relationship between the relative positions of the BIM model and the point cloud of the tunnel and the external mountain. The coordinates of the point cloud and the BIM model coincide well in general at all the views, which verifies that the registration using SVD is effective.

![Figure 11. Integration of point cloud and tunnel BIM model](image)

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Three types of data are collected and processed for the integrated tunnel model, including LiDAR point cloud, BIM tunnel model and terrain model with oblique photogrammetry. An adaptive modelling scheme for tunnels with alien structures is proposed for the BIM modelling. Precise spatial registration of the three data set is conducted for their integration. SVD algorithm is applied to calculate transformation parameters from the point cloud model to the BIM model, to achieve accurate spatial registration during the integration process.

Since tunnel central line has high-order derivability, a cross-section calculation method based on tangent vector is proposed to obtain the cross-sectional profile of the tunnel at any mileage. This method can obtain the cross-section of the integrated tunnel at any mileage. The cross-sections of the integrated tunnel can correctly express the spatial relationship between the BIM tunnel, point cloud tunnel and external mountain. It can monitor the tunnel cross-sections and surrounding rock deformation to evaluate the service performance of the tunnel.

The proposed method has been applied to a tunnel reconstruction project for verification and engineering application. The results show that the tunnel point cloud and the BIM model are highly coincident after integration. The developed program can get the cross-section of the tunnel at any mileage, and can correctly express the spatial relationship between the BIM tunnel, the point cloud tunnel and the external mountain.

BIM software has a powerful graphics engine and is very efficient to manage the integrated tunnel model and to view tunnel cross-sections. The proposed adaptive BIM modelling scheme for tunnels with alien structure can generate BIM tunnel model according to a set of parameters and a tunnel centreline. It can flexibly adjust the centreline shape and geometric size of the tunnel model with a fast modelling speed. The fineness of the parameterized BIM model can be further improved in the future.
By analysing the differences between cross-sections of the point cloud and the tunnel model in BIM, it can provide useful information for monitoring tunnel deformation, detecting dangerous tunnel sections, and evaluating the service performance of the tunnel. This tunnel cross-section monitoring method combines LiDAR point cloud with BIM model, and can provide decision support for the reconstruction or expansion of existing tunnels.

Supplementary Materials: Multi panoramic views of the tunnel located area are available online at www.720yun.com/t/2dvkilfhp7m?scene_id=33065258.
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